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Preface
A brief overview of network algorithms
In the rapidly growing world of Internet infrastructures, we face many challenging new algorithmic
problems. These arise in part because the usual assumptions made in problems of this general type may
no longer hold. For example, many typical questions deal with massive data sets and huge networks of
prohibitively large sizes so that the (exact) number of nodes or edges is no longer a useful parameter.
Instead, only partial information can be obtained. In addition, the network and the data are evolving
dynamically. For example, the number of Internet hosts as of July 2005 topped 353 million and the
number of Web pages indexed by large search engines now exceeds 8 billion [24].
Driven by the need of current technology and guided by the myriad of existing examples of large-scale
networks, the area of network algorithms has been rapidly expanding and evolving into a new and rich
ﬁeld. This ﬁeld straddles both theoretical computer science and networking through the strong interplay
between theory and practice. Furthermore, this ﬁeld is closely connected to a variety of areas including
graph theory, game theory, probability, statistics, physics, bioinformatics, and the social sciences. Through
this connection, a wealth of knowledge and methodology from diverse areas have been brought into play.
As a result, new tools and insights have been developing and enriching all these relevant areas as well.
To help foster research in this area, we include here a list of topics in network algorithms, together
with brief discussions.
1. Network structures: What are the ‘laws’ that govern discrete structures such as the Internet? For
a massive network, is it possible to extract relatively few parameters to predict its shape and structure
? How are the structural properties related to various behaviors of the network? Why are most existing
networks so ‘similar’ to each other? Are there simple local growth rules that dictate the global behavior
of the network?
Despite the complexity of these problems, a great deal of progress has been made. It has been observed
that numerous networks, including the Web graph, the telephone graph, and the collaboration graph
[1,2,4,6,17], all satisfy a power law, which asserts that the number of nodes of degree k is proportional to
k− for some positive . To model power law graphs, various versions of random graphs come into play—
including the on-line and the off-line models. (In an on-line model, a random graph grows discretely at
each tick of the clock, so to speak, which is different from what happens for an off-line model.) The
analysis of on-line models is of course considerably harder than that of off-line models. Nevertheless, the
study of off-line models is helpful for understanding on-line models [13].
On-line models are also called generative models. The most popular model is perhaps the prefer-
ence attachment scheme that generates new vertices and edges under the principle that “the rich get
richer”. There is a comprehensive survey by Mitzenmacher [34] of this model and the power law degree
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distributions that are satisﬁed by such randomly generated graphs. Another on-line model is the dupli-
cation model [15], which also generates random graphs with a power law distribution and is particularly
suitable for analyzing biological networks. There is also an interesting game-theoretical model of how
the network evolves—subject to optimizing certain costs [18].
Off-line models can be partitioned into two types. The conﬁguration model uses random matchings and
then groups the vertices of the matchings into nodes of the required degrees. Despite the dependencies
of the edges, quite a few results are known for the connectivity [35,36] and other properties [20] of such
graphs. Another off-line random graph model is a natural generalization of the classical Erdo˝s Rényi
model. Here, each edge is randomly and independently chosen according to some probability depending
on the two endpoints. Consequently, useful tools from the classical theory can be used and extended to
derive results on the diameter, average distance, eigenvalues, etc., as summarized in [14].
Another approach is to ﬁnd an efﬁcient approximation of a given graph. For dense graphs, the celebrated
regularity lemmagives almost ‘ﬁnite’ approximations (see [5,27]). For sparse graphs, the regularity lemma
does not quite work, somore research is needed. The recent breakthrough of Green and Tao [21] of ﬁnding
arbitrarily long arithmetic progressions in primes (or some quasi-random sequences) rests in part on a
hypergraph version of the regularity lemma.
One major direction is the sparsiﬁcation of graphs, i.e., approximating a given graph by a sparse graph
of linear size. Spielman and Teng [41] obtain remarkable sparsiﬁcation results by using a result of Lovász
and Simonovits [32]. Although these results are for undirected graphs, some can be extended to directed
graphs, as described in [11,12].
2. Caching: In the historical setting, caching means managing the transfer of data ﬁles or virtual
memory between RAM and hard disks. The classical issues concern load balancing and trafﬁc redirection
for reducing congestion and increasing efﬁciency [30].
For large networks such as the Internet, caching strategies are carried out by deploying content distribu-
tion networks (CND). One of the primary considerations for CND is the geographic location of caching.
What are optimal geographic locations for the cache placement? Such problems are closely related to
the k-median server problem, the k-center problem, and facility location problems. Although the general
versions of these problems have been shown to be NP-complete, efﬁcient approximation algorithms have
been found [9,22,42]. Variations of these problems restricted to topologies related to the Web and other
information networks are considered in [26,33].
How should cache be managed? Which, where, and how can decisions be made about ﬁle replication
and eviction? There are different modes of cache management—each node (e.g., a server) can be treated
as an isolated object or an entire set of servers acting in a coordinated manner. There are also a variety
of cache algorithms such as the least recently used (LRU), the least frequently used (LFU), and a myriad
of schemes that keep track of additional parameters such as size, time, and various types of correlations.
Several excellent surveys give overviews of cache placement/replacement strategies [28,38].
SinceWeb servers have access to extensive statistics ofWeb accesses, the cachemanagement algorithms
can take full advantage of the access logs. Irani [25] examined page cache algorithms by using competitive
analysis for on-line algorithms. Several reﬁnements and improvements that further reﬂect the cache costs
or incorporate the correlations can be found in [8,44]. Until now, on-line analysis has mainly focused on
worst case bounds, usually over all possible input sequences. Thus, the results are often overly pessimistic.
3. Games and economics in networks: A large network, such as the Internet, is built and operated by a
large number of entities typically with diverse economic interests in varying relationships of competition
and collaboration. Very much as in a game-theoretical setting, there is a set of commonly agreed-upon
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rules (such as various routing or transmission protocols) without a central authority. How much is the loss
of efﬁciency due to the lack of a central authority? In the other direction, is a given strategy, protocol, or
algorithm stable in spite of selﬁsh users? Numerous problems can be formulated in a game-theoretical
fashion.
In a classical game-theoretical setting, each of the players can choose among a set of strategies and
there are functions which assign to each combined choice a payoff for each player. How should a player
make his/her choice, which may be countered by the choices that all other players can make. A classical
concept for predicting the collective behavior of the game is the Nash equilibrium. In a Nash equilibrium,
no player can choose a better strategy given the choices of the other players, and therefore no player has
an incentive to deviate from the chosen strategy.
To route trafﬁc in a network, there are often many alternative routes for sending messages from one
node to another. Can a selﬁsh choice of routes cause congestion in the network? How does the selﬁsh
optimization of various metrics at each node affect the overall performance of the network? How can
economic incentives (such as pricing or taxing) inﬂuence selﬁsh behavior in networks? There have been
a number of results using game theory to address various problems arising in selﬁsh routing [16,39] as
well as a survey in [19].
In the Internet, the congestion control is governed by the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP), under
a simple greedy principle, “increase the batch size by one if the previous batch of packets go through;
otherwise decrease by one”. How effective is such a congestion control algorithm? Will greedy behaviors
at end points result in instability of the entire network? The TCP games of certain restricted models are
analyzed in [3].
Wireless ad hoc networks consist of both wireless mobile and stationary nodes. The edges may occur
when nodes are within radio range (one-hop) but not necessarily so. The edges change dynamically and
sometimes arbitrarily. The de facto access standard, DCF (short for distributed coordination function),
can be interpreted by various game models [43]. The game-theoretical approach leads to transmission
strategies relying on the consideration of the Nash equilibrium.
ForWeb caching, servers have obvious incentives tomaximize the beneﬁt in their own domain, possibly
at the expense of the global optimum. The selﬁsh caching problem is the game version of this problem.
In [10], various versions of the selﬁsh caching games are analyzed, again using the concept of Nash
equilibrium.
Although the existence of the Nash equilibrium can be ensured under certain general convexity condi-
tions, the computational complexity of ﬁnding the Nash equilibrium is wide open. It belongs to a class of
problems ‘between P and NP’. As stated by Papadimitriou [3]: “Together with factoring, the complexity
of ﬁnding a Nash equilibrium is in my opinion the most important concrete open question on the bound-
ary of P today”. Recently, Papadimitriou [37] gave a polynomial time algorithm for computing the Nash
equilibrium for mixed strategies under the additional assumption that the input of the game has a succint
representation. The class of succinct games includes numerous versions of games for facility location,
network design, scheduling, and congestion games. Still open is the problem of computing a mixed Nash
equilibrium even in a two-person game [31,37,40].
4. Information retrieval: To ﬁnd a needle in the haystack of massive data remains a major challenge in
this information age. The tasks are both theoretical and algorithmic. A ﬁrst step is to take advantage of
the relationships among the data and to form an information network. The Web crawler views the Web
as a graph with Web pages as nodes and hyperlinks as edges. The crawler retrieves Web pages off-line
and the indexer builds the inverse index that allows a query handler to answer user queries on-line. There
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has been a great deal of progress in this area, although numerous challenges still remain. There are three
excellent surveys on this subject.
In the survey by Henzinger [23], six algorithmic problems are posted and are only partially solved:
(1) Uniformly sampling of web Pages
(2) Modeling the Web graph
(3) Finding duplicate hosts
(4) Finding top gainers and losers in data streams
(5) Finding large dense bipartite subgraphs
(6) Understanding how eigenvectors partition the Web
A second survey, by Langville and Meyer [29], is a comprehensive survey of many issues associated with
PageRank. There has been a great deal of work since Kleinberg ﬁrst used spectral analysis to distinguish
hubs from authorities. Since then, the spectral analysis of the Web graph has become an active subﬁeld.
There is a great deal of interplay between spectral methods and probabilistic techniques.
A third survey is by Berkhin [7] on pagerank computing. It covers acceleration of convergence, the
relevance models and personalized page rank sets among others.
Most of the analyses are based on Web graphs, which represent pairwise relations. In many realistic
scenarios, the relations often involvemore than twoobjects. The combinatorial platforms for such relations
are hypergraphs. However, the spectral analysis for hypergraphs barely exists. Most spectral results
for hypergraphs still only involve pairwise relations arising from the projections of the hypergraphs.
The difﬁculty seems to arise from the lack of 3-dimensional matrix multiplication. Some fundamental
breakthrough is needed here.
The above list of topics is by no means complete. Research in network algorithms is rapidly evolving.
Here we include a number of problems and directions to function as Socratic “gadﬂies”. The list of
references is far from exhaustive. The selection of references emphasizes recent survey papers.
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